A classified computer network is vulnerable to external and internal attacks in the Internet environment. It is difficult to get a lot of training sample of the security computer network system at the actual situation. This paper aimed to analyze the security of the computer network under the distributed intrusion detection. We studied how to increase the intrusion detection accuracy in the case of small samples, so that to keep and deal with the invasion of the network timely. In this paper, we proposed a new intrusion detection method based on improved SVM Co -training. The specific implementation process of the algorithm is presented. Through the simulation experiments based on the actual data showed that the method is effective. This method is applied to a classified computer network system, effectively realized the detection to outside intruders and internal intruder.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the developing increasing demand of the computer security, traditional firewall and single port intrusion detection technology cannot fulfill the demand of defending the intrusions. Meanwhile, the distributed intrusion detection technology becomes an important research area. In this paper, we have done some researches on the key technology of agent based high performance peer-to-peer distributed intrusion detection system, including the technology of distributed intrusion detection, theory of agent, high performance still agent for networking packets, high performance still agent for computer audit data, peer-to-peer distributed intrusion detection model, high performance model extension, and et al. Based on the above research contents, we have designed a system, called APDIDS, with the name of Agent based P2P distributed intrusion detection System.
Traditional distributed intrusion detection models have some issues, such as high network bandwidth for transfer data, high response time, poor scalability and single point failure problem. To solve all the above problems, agent models and peer-to-peer model are combined and integrated into distributed intrusion detection systems. Most of the invasion can achieve the purpose of their destruction via system calls. Based on the stability principle of system calls sequence with the specific procedures, this paper presents system architecture as well as a detailed design based on sequence analysis of system call. Firstly, extracting the system calls information by copying the kernel info to the user buffer. Then, normal mode database is built after a flood of the normal system, witch called sequence training under noinvasion circumstances. Finally, the system calls sequence, which is obtained by the real-time monitoring specific procedures, match the pattern with the normal mode database, calculate their greatest similarity by Hamming Distance to determine whether there has invasion. The realization of intrusion detection subsystem based on sequence analysis of system call in mobile agent platform has been related tests.
Network security is becoming a very important issue affecting the reliability of the network computer. The security of company intranet will be at risk if the public can access the network host or server via the Internet, An exposed internal network is very easy to be invaded by unauthorized users. In the past, most of the internal network is under closed network protection before they can become part of the network used by isolated people only. Gateway firewall is commonly used in front-end so that it can repel malicious attacks from the outside, whose premise is that the gateway trusts all network nodes without trusting all external hosts.
Many invasions are brought by illegal operation of legitimate users to achieve the purpose. Different with sequence analysis of system call, user behavior analysis mainly related to legitimate users of illegal or misuse operation mode. Based on the relevance principles between the before and after ordinary operation of user behavior, this paper presents a system architecture as well as a detailed design based on correlation analysis of user behavior.
Firstly, legitimate user behavioral characteristics and patterns are defined by using a combination of static and dynamic user behavior model. Then, according to the operating system log information, user behavior data is built on user session by each login. Finally, calculate the similarity of correlation sequence by recursive correlation functional algorithm to determine whether there has invasion. The realization of intrusion detection subsystem based on correlation analysis of user behavior in mobile agent platform has been related tests.
With the development of technology, hacking, computer attacks from the outside network can easily penetrate the gateway, thus becoming a threat to intranet.
A domino effect will occur if a node inside the network is captured, so that all internal network hosts may soon be captured. Here, we propose a method, called Distributed Micro-Firewall, to solve the network security threats faced by all the network nodes. Workstation or server can be seen as a network node in a Local Area Cluster formed by computer network and gateway firewall is mainly used to protect the Local Area Cluster to avoid being attacked from the outside. R. N. Smith and S. Bhattacharya focused on systems and structures of firewall gateway [1] The research of agent technology begins on 1970s. The basic idea of agents is a function entity to feel the changes of environment and react to the changes. Compared with traditional distributed intrusion detection model, mobile agent based distributed intrusion detection model has some advantages, such as lower network bandwidth consuming, off line computing, platform independent, custom services supporting, load balancing and et al. The above advantages make the agent based intrusion detection become a new research area [7] .
Network packet analysis can effectively monitor largescale computer networks by analysis and processing of large-scale networks data-flow. The natural distribution of immune system is suitable for the needs of Distributed Intrusion Detection System. This paper presents system architecture as well as a detailed design based on immune analysis of network packets in mobile agent platform. The self-characteristics of network packet is expressed with most simple binary and the distance between the packet characteristics is expression with Euler distance [8] . The detection set for the initial use come into being by exhaustive method of simple r continuous match. Moreover, various detection sub-nodes can be independently produce their own detector set. It set up a pool for overall detection set for storage sets derived from the various sub-nodes which has filtered, and produce future generations of the elite population based on the secondary mechanism through clonally selection. After all, undergoing immune tolerance of sub-nodes and the clonally selection of overall node based on the secondary elite search mechanisms, the Intrusion Detection System can make all the sub-nodes and overall node in constant evolution. The probability of detecting vulnerabilities invalid greatly reduced. Distributed intrusion detection system collects data based on sensors, and send data to still agent (also, local agent) for analysis. Still agents are generally placed on the different inner places of sub-net to monitor them. With the development of network bandwidth, still agent need to work on 1 Gpbs network or even more. It is hard for traditional distributed intrusion detection systems to catch up with the line speed [9] .
To protect the important computer, many audit data are generating from different parts of it for future auditing. Another kind of still agents is used to analyze this kind of audit data. To middle or large scale network, the important computers are always "Web Server", "Mail Server" like computers, which have many concurrent accessing and generate huge audit data [10] . If this kind of still agent runs on the important computer, the computing requirement for analyzing audit data will cause many resources and further influence the services provided by the server.
To solve this problem, the conception of distributed computing is used. This paper proposed a still agent model based on distributed data auditing. With this model, several computers are used to assist the important computer to analyze the audit data. Based on the idea, we present another still agent model based on distributed middleware.
Intrusion Detection System plays a key role in the domain of computer network security. Based on in-depth analysis of the current intrusion detection technologies, the paper proposed and established a complete Distributed Intrusion Detection System based on the mobile agent platform. The system has better detection performance with reliability, robustness and adaptability, and other advantages as well as traditional intrusion detection systems [11] .
The key technologies of Distributed Intrusion Detection System proposed in this paper include one platform and three subsystems [12] . Intrusion detection platform based on mobile agent, host intrusion detection subsystem based on sequence analysis of the system calls, host intrusion detection subsystem based on associated analysis of the user behavior and network intrusion detection subsystem based on immune analysis of the network packet.
A classified computer network is vulnerable to external and internal attacks in the Internet environment, the attacks' data, however, is difficult to obtain. In such cases, this paper carried out a study of network intrusion detection. In this paper, the intrusion detection algorithm is researched when the data's amount is small in order to improve the detection accuracy, so that the network intrusion can be promptly processed. An intrusion detection method called SVM Co-training based on improvements is proposed; whose practical application does improve the security level of a classified computer network system.
II. SOME DEFINITIONS ON ISSUES

A. Problem Discription
The issues, i.e Distributed Intrusion Detection of classified computer network, can be described by the following procedure. In this paper, Semi-Supervised Learning approach is used to find the best Intrusion Detection Technology for classified computer network system in the sample data set D.
For a given sample set of classified computer network system messages, D A B , among which the message sample data set is divided into two kinds: one is labeled, represented as
. The total number of sample data in the two mentioned samples is respectively represented by || nA  and || mB  , usually, the number of unlabeled is much larger than the number of the labeled, that is mn . The ultimate goal of intrusion detection problem is to deal with Intrusion Samples, represented as
x which is d -dimensional vector of Classified Computer Network. By appropriate Intrusion Detection Algorithm, its predicted label result can be calculated, represented as y , which is the label values of
x , the sample data sets. The specific features of the algorithm is to create a function of sample data sets and labeling outcomes: :
F D Y  . If the relationship between the sample data sets D and labeled data set A is DA  , then the question becomes a simple Traditional Supervised Learning problem; conversely, if the relationship between the sample data set D and unlabeled data set B is DB  , then the question becomes simple Unsupervised Learning problem. Semi-supervised Learning problem should focus on how to effectively make use of and data sets B . This article focuses on the Semi-supervision Algorithm at the condition that the data entries in data set A are much smaller than the data set B (ie: nm ).
B. Intrusion Detection Based on System Call
In a * nix system, the interaction of user and kernel is done through a system call, and currently the attack of most *nix systems is achieve the goal through illegal execution system call. Host system call which based on intrusion detection is to monitor the system call, through the analysis to identify malicious, illegal system calls, by real-time detection and taking appropriate measures to prevent most intrusion behavior, so as to achieve the purpose of protecting the host system [13] .
There are roughly three solutions to deal with intrusion detection of host system call: capture and control the system calls, sequencing analysis and the analysis of KNN.
(1). The intercept and control the system calls It is better to find and stop them before they invade the system than to find and record the invasion after intruder completion. Detection each process of the system can break the defense before the invaders invasion attack to the system, and in a timely to prevent malicious system command execution manner [14] Many of the existing intrusion detection technology is based on some analysis of the audit and log files. The main idea is to search the files of the whole system and the reference list to find abnormalities, don't expect the system configuration changes. Another method is to periodically perform a program to conduct the comparison of the system file attributes and reference list. The process is mainly to deal with the Trojan. This program is not very dangerous which looks for the system, but allows the intruders get permissions needed for the control of the whole system [15] .
The method principle of intercept and control the system calls is: no matter use what means to the attack of the host, the final damage is done through certain system calls. Therefore, if we can intercept each process of system calls, and to control, we can avoid the happening of attack in advance, which is as shown in figure 1. In order to ensure effective intercepted and control system call, to reduce the complexity of implementation, it is necessary to use appropriate interface in the system outage. Real-time operating system can provide the corresponding interface to track the running process [16] .
As shown in figure 1 , the call monitoring functions to the sensitive system is implemented by intercepting system call. The function calling code can be embedded into the kernel of the system, so that, at the time of system call by reference can check the database witch defined by a system call. Whether the system call is lines in with the access control rules or not.
(2). Sequential detection analysis Sequencing analysis belongs to anomaly intrusion detection. Detection algorithm based on system call sequences are: correlation analysis and sequence analysis. In a nutshell, correlation analysis is used to explore correlation between different data items in a data record, while the sequence analysis is found that the correlation between different data records. There will always be some legal rules in those records data between different data items and different data record. Find out the rule is the key to the test [17] . When the program runs, it will encounter the select statement and circular statement. It will has a certain randomness generated by the system call. But the system call sequences have certain local stability in the process of application, as shown in figure  2 .
(3). The KNN analysis KNN is K-Nearest neighbor. The original algorithm used inside word is used to detect the word correctly or not. KNN analysis is a kind of new intrusion monitoring based on KNN classification method. Program behavior actually reflects the frequency of the system call. Each system call is seen as a word, and the corpora of each procedure of the system call are seen as a document. The document can be used in popular text classifier KNN method to classification. Have data show that in the preliminary experiment of audit data illustrates the KNN classification method can effective monitoring invasion attack and low misjudgment rate.
C. Sequence Analysis System Model
In view of the operation process of the whole system, the system analysis of the model as shown in figure 3 :
(1). Sequences analysis framework model The system can be divided into: data source and the sequential detection pattern matching module. The data source is the call number of system level that produced by system itself, can use trace program modified slightly. Sequential detection pattern matching is the current system call sample by normal system which calls with actual collection pattern library, calculate the similarity, abnormal signal detected a system call, thus further determine whether the invasion. If the invasion condition is meet than the alarm will arise.
Here, we adopt the way of combining the files and database to solve the normal system call pattern library data storage. To prepared system call sequences, we adopt the way of document database to store, it is actually a text file, using a predefined format to store the database structure.
(2). Obtain system calls The main purpose of intrusion detection subsystem is for important process of the system call information, so generally called the audit records and system log can't meet the requirements.
Operating system for the kernel process and the user process keep separate memory space, between the two can't directly access to each other. System calls is produced at the operating system kernel, system call information acquisition needs to be done in kernel space, and for the performance of the system, the system stability and maintainability consideration. So the system call information not only need information from the kernel space, and need to transfer information to user space. The way gets is as shown in figure 4 . Figure 4 . Access way of system call These information can be get from the kernel buffer of the system. Using the operating system to make some changes to the strace program, the original copy of the information to the user buffer, you can call according to certain format from the corresponding location in the buffer needed to extract information from a system call.
III. SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING ALGORITHM BASED
ON IMPROVED SVM It is difficult to obtain a complete set of intrusion detection training samples from the classified computer network system in reality. Therefore, for this situation: a small sample size, but unlabeled sample data is much larger than the labeled sample data, that is, mn , this paper attempts to study the appropriate intrusion detection algorithms to improve the accuracy of intrusion detection. In the process of network intrusion detection, unlabeled data is very easy to obtain, but the labeled data has been difficult to get. In the field of Semi-supervised Learning, Co-training algorithm is a very important branch, which requires the independent data with each other. Moreover, these data can, respectively, represent their corresponding Characterized Data Set, and each set can get to the corresponding classifier. Different classifier can predict the unlabeled data through which the diversity of samples can be achieved, and thus the prediction accuracy can be improved. Currently, Co-training technique has been widely used in many areas, such as the detection of text processing software, web page classification and tracking of targets. In this paper, with the combination of Support Vector Machine (SVM), an improved SVM Co-training algorithm is proposed, and its application to Distributed Intrusion Detection in classified computer network is on plan.
Definition 1: The proposed SVM Classifier, with variation of ( , ), is an improved SVM Co-training Algorithm, which can be used as Co-training Algorithm of two base classifiers.
The core of Co-training method: to utilize the sample data has been marked and unmarked, resulting in two separate classifiers, and to constantly improve the classification accuracy of the classifier through continuous iterative learning and constant training. In the process of classifier's iterative learning, an improved SVM Co-training algorithm proposed in this paper is used to make the dimensions of computing spaces are reduced, and the classification results can be improved. Seeing in figure 5 , it is a schematic diagram of Improved Co-training algorithm Based on SVM. The core of SVM-based Co-training algorithm is: the two classifiers' classification accuracy can be improved respectively though the two classifiers' iterative and continuous training. Specific implementation process of SVM Co-training algorithm is as follows:
Step1: Intrusion Sample Data Set x is divided into two independent feature sets 1 x and 2 x ; Step 2: In the labeled sample data set, combining the training classification algorithms of SVM, the two initial classifiers were obtained focused on 1 x and 2 x ;
Step 3: For the invasion sample set D , to iterate as these following steps until the algorithm termination condition occurs:
Step 4: to use two classifiers, 1 F and 2 F , obtained in Step2, in the unlabeled sample data sets, the tagged data sets 1 B and 2 B are obtained by predicting ;
Step 5: to obtain sample data set F , to reclassify the Intrusion Detection Data.
Step 7: After the data classification, to conduct the data preprocessing (removal of unreasonable data, data normalization).
Step 8: Set the algorithm parameters: maximum number of iterations, iteration time and the error rate.
Step 9: To execute the algorithm.
To set the termination condition to the algorithm as: the maximum number of iterations is k , or the Mean Square Error predicted by newly generated classifiers is less than  , the given value [7] [8] .
Combining the Co-training algorithm's compatibility, we can draw the following two conclusions through the analysis of the algorithm: will satisfy independence criteria. Assuming that only weak-useful learning device is given when initialization, Co-training algorithm can also obtain the PAC via continuous iterative learning simply using the unlabeled samples in sample set.
Conclusion 2 is a powerful conclusion, it showed that: as long as the data sets 1 x and 2 x satisfy certain independence conditions, a weak learner, who is obtained by learning from the samples been tagged, can get up to any arbitrary precision through the improved algorithm in this paper by making use of unlabeled sample.
IV. ACTUAL DATA SIMULATION
A. The Algorithm Pseudo Code
In order to verify the validity and accuracy of the algorithm proposed in this paper, Java programming language achieved a co-training SVM algorithm proposed in this paper, while the simulation experiments on Distributed Intrusion Detection is conducted towards classified computer network [18] [19] .
B. Parameter Setting
10,000 training data and 50,000 test data are randomly selected. Among the 50,000 test data set, a normal part of the user's access to 64.5%; among the intrusion data, the invasion data is marked of 18.5%, and the unlabeled data accounts for 17%.
To develop SVM's base functionality using Libsvm's open source as Basic program. Based on the Improved Co-training SVM algorithm above developed by Java language, the corresponding simulation is done.
Select the data classifier C-SV. Where, C=200 is the penalty parameter. Iteration's termination conditions: maximum number of iteration k , or error accuracy is less than a given value. Other parameters in simulation are set as the given values of underlying Libsvm program. The C-SVM algorithm's two variability factor, ( , ), are set to 10% and 45% of the current samples' diameter.
C. Simulation Results
The results are shown in Fig. 6 : X-axis represents the number of data entries of Test Data Set (unit: ten thousand). As can be seen from the figure, the detection accuracy of the proposed Improved SVM Co-training is approximately 7.68% and 5.1% higher respectively than the selected C-SVM algorithm and basic SVM algorithm. With the increase of Test Data Sets, SVMSVM Cotraining's prediction accuracy increases faster than C-SVM algorithm and basic SVM algorithm, showing the effectiveness of SVM Co-training [20] . Figure 6 . Changes in detection accuracy of the three algorithms Fig. 6 shows three algorithms' reliance on labeled Training Sample Set. As can be seen from the figure, the dependence of C-SVM algorithm is higher than improved SVM Co-training algorithm and basic SVM algorithm in this paper. The simulation uses 10,000 training data, which is divided into 10 parts. The x-axis represents corresponding data of the training set (unit: ten thousand), y-axis represents the detection accuracy. As can be seen from figure 7, C-SVM algorithm and basic SVM algorithm own larger dependence on labeled Training Sample Set, and with the reduce of the sample set the detection accuracy decreased significantly; SVM Cotraining algorithm owns smaller dependence, with the reduction of the sample set, the detection accuracy does not decline obviously. This model is a combination of mobile agent model and the human immune system model inspired by models based on biotechnology. In the model presented in this paper, the method for distributed Intrusion Detection System is used for monitoring. The main features of IDS model are as follows:
(a) Anomaly Detection Model. The model uses the Log check. It will automatically monitor the system log. Anomaly Detection Model will contribute to the classification of the monitoring service request based on response, dividing these requests into normal events or activities, unusual events or activities.
(b) Agent-based and host-based distributed architecture. Host-based Intrusion Detection System can identify and analyze server's activity logs. Because these services may be distributed in the network intrusion detection's or other relevant log files, so they must be separated. In the application of this article, we registered a log over the network and choose to use syslog-ng tools and mobile agent methods to publish log.
(c) Response Generation Component. When the invasion occurred, the main idea is: to improve the response speed of the IDS model's components. In the design of this paper, the two types of intrusion detection are considered: network attacks based on the view or the monitored services. Fig. 8 shows the major components of IDS model proposed, including not only FTP, DNS, HTTP, POP3, eSMTP services, while also containing a syslog-ng tool on the server side that can detect intrusion information and produce invasion log to get the different servers' registration activities and determine the appropriate Event Generation Function that allows the analysis and recognition of intrusion events. The last component of the model is the "agent", which is mainly responsible for the safety assurance in operation and the integrity of intrusion logs. To meet the standard CIDF (Common Intrusion Detection Framework), the reaction towards generated event can be taken through the log sequence analysis combining with the experience of the network administrators, and the reaction steps can be divided into: event generation, analysis, storage and feedback [14] .
As shown in Table 2 , the classified computer network gets Network Intrusion Detection Data after the introduction of SVM Co-training algorithm, after running for some time, been compared with the data generated by using C-SCV algorithm. By the experimental results shown in Table 2 , we can get the following idea:
(1) Compared with C-SVM algorithm, SVM Cotraining algorithm proposed takes obvious advantages in the detection rate and false alarm rate. Taking the detection to four kinds of attack types for example, SVM Co-training algorithm's detection rate improves 46.4959%, 5.6521%, 3.5000% and 1.3076% than C-SVM algorithm, and the false alarm rate remains low.
(2) On the detection time, SVM Co-training algorithm takes least time in DoS, Probe and U2R these three types of attacks, reducing 0.097s, 0.0305s, 0.0130s and 0.0123s compared with C-SVM algorithm.
Detection for the classified computer can be effectively implemented via Distributed Intrusion Detection Algorithm by improving the SVM Co-training Algorithm, the security of the system being improved. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the actual situation that very small sample size data can be caught when classified computer network system is under distributed Intrusion Detection. A intrusion detection research was carried out in case of a small amount of data in order to improve detection accuracy, making it easy to timely deal with network intrusion. Intrusion Detection algorithm is proposed based on the improved SVM Co-training, with the algorithm's implementation steps given. Simulation of the actual data shows that the proposed algorithm has a better detection accuracy and stability with respect to the traditional SVM method; and practical application of the algorithm in a classified computer network system does improve the system security.
